Savings are automatic with an ATS in control...

- **Currency Acceptor**
  Specially configured to accept $1, $2, $5, $10 or $20 to suit your individual needs.

- **Programmable Controller**
  Regulates the weigh scale and traffic lights.

- **Easy-to-Read LCD Display**
  Keep drivers informed of the weighing process.

**Options/Accessories:**
- LaserLight™ remote display
- LaserLight™ M-Series messaging display
- Loop detector
- Stainless steel enclosure
- Multiple-deck truck scale control
- RF-tag/antenna for automatic vehicle identification
- RF-transmitters for remote displays
- Satellite controller for control at both ends of scale or other location (bi-directional traffic)
- Photoelectric eyes
- Coin changer
- RF modem or other location (bi-directional traffic)
- Internal tape printer with automatic cutter and feeder

- **920i HMI Digital Weight Indicator/Controller**
  The 920i provides total flexibility and ultimate processing performance. With the 920i, you have the ability to customize database files to store information like ID numbers, transactions, label formats, and more.

- **Vandal-Proof Numeric Keypad**
  Zinc-plated identification entry keypad is waterproof and designed to withstand even the harshest elements.

- **Bar Code Badge Scanner**
  This smart scanner provides quick data entry by allowing drivers to run their identification cards through on any side or direction.

- **Printer Weather Shield on the Kiosk**
  This protects each ticket from harsh weather elements after being printed from the internal Okidata 320 Turbo printer.

- **System and Printer Status Lights**
  Alerts driver to the status of the weighing process.

Dramatically reduce operating costs with a fully automated solution to truck weighing!

- Designed for unattended vehicle weighing
- User-friendly operator prompting
- Traffic light control for increased processing speeds and safety
- Accurate weighing and data management with Rice Lake’s robust 920i HMI digital weight indicator/controller
- Custom format tickets
- Complete data management/tracking control with TransAct® PC software

Your Rice Lake Weighing Systems Distributor is:

Filing Scale Company
1500 Enterprise Parkway • Twinsburg, Ohio 44087
Phone: 330-425-3092 or 800-760-4322 • Fax: 330-425-8905
www.filingscale.com
Generate Profits Automatically with ATS Unattended Scale Controllers

ATS-1... An advanced automated solution.

Save time, money, and resources by putting the ATS-1 Automated Truck Scale system to work in your operation. From ticket formatting, to weighing activation, to traffic lights and controls, the ATS-1 automates truck weighing—increasing the speed and efficiency of your process. Housed within a rugged NEMA steel enclosure, a 920i HMI digital weight indicator/controller provides the most accurate weighments. The ATS-1 is ideal for private, public or combination private/public truck stops.

Common ATS-1 applications include:
- Unattended gross vehicle weight
- Warehouses
- Truck terminals
- Feed mills
- Fertilizer plants
- Material handling
- Corporate security
- Traffic management

Customized to fit your needs, the ATS-1 lets you weigh your own trucks and gives you the freedom to turn your truck scale into a revenue-generating investment! And since it fully automates the weighing process, drivers can stay in their trucks—increasing processing speeds and the safety of your entire operation.

Several options are available to suit your operation, including currency, ID number and RF tag or bar code activation. The ATS-1 streamlines your operation and eliminates labor-intensive tasks. There is simply no investment you can make that provides a surer, faster return than ATS automation.

ATS-2... The ultimate unattended solution.

The ATS-2 takes over where the ATS-1 leaves off. This powerful system automates everything from the platform, to the invoice, to account management. A current issue PC with monitor and TransAct® data management software take the work out of each step in the weighing process. Don’t rely on a weighmaster, data manager, or account manager—let the ATS-2 complete the entire job for you!

From the moment a truck rolls onto the scale, the ATS-2 directs the entire operation. Ensuring each weighing process flows smoothly, it features a large, bright, easy-to-read display that guides drivers through each simple step of the weighing process. Truck ID numbers are entered automatically by the bar code badge scanner or manually with the vandal-proof numeric keypad. It prompts for categories such as material, driver identification, and billing, as well as prints tickets.

You know what’s best for your operation. That’s why the ATS-2 has built-in flexibility. It gives you the freedom to set up the system in the manner you want. Whatever the weighing operation, the ATS-2 can be tailored to meet your needs.

Optional with the ATS-1, the kiosk printer features nine-pin, 40-column thermal printing for top performance. The printer can also be mounted in the ATS-1 enclosure, instead of the stand-alone kiosk printer. Even in the most extreme weather conditions—from blazing heat, to pouring rain, or freezing cold, you can count on this robust printer to perform every time.

Common ATS-2 applications include:
- Landfills
- Truck terminals
- Asphalt/aggregate ready-mix plants
- Construction
- Coal fields
- Chemical plants
- Grain terminals
- Solid waste recycling

The ATS-2 also features the same steel protection as the ATS-1. What’s more, it comes standard with an Okidata 320 Turbo printer with parallel cable, a traffic light kit, 50 preprinted security badges, and more.

Options include RF tags/antenna for automatic vehicle identification, loop detectors, LaserLight™ remote displays and LaserLight™ M-Series messaging displays. Simply put, it all adds up to the ultimate unattended solution, providing faster processing, fewer errors and truckloads of savings!

Standard in the ATS-2 system, TransAct is an easy-to-use, graphically-enhanced data management program that automatically tracks customer transaction data by weight, account, product and total charge. TransAct quickly generates information such as general summaries and detailed documentation for your customers.